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I.

INTRODUCTION

When a linear model which includes an intercept is estimated
using ordinary least squares (OLS), a very useful summary statistic is
the coefficient of determination, R2 •

In that case, the R2 measure is

restricted to the interval (0,1), and has a simple interpretation as the
proportion of the variation about the sample mean of the dependent variable that is associated with variation in the explanatory variables.
Unfortunately, when the linear model is estimated by some method other
than OLS or when the model does not contain an intercept, the conventional
2

R measure is no longer necessarily restricted to the [0,1) interval [2;7].
In this paper, two goodness-of-fit (GOF) measures are discussed which have
a straight-forward, intuitive interpretation, which can be used with any
estimation method, and can be applied to nonlinear models as well as linear
models.

The two measures differ on~y in that one measures GOF about the

sample mean of the dependent variable, while the other meausres GOF about
the origin.
II.

GOF MEASURES

Consider a general model of the form

(1)

Y = f(X;S) + u,

where Y is an n x 1 vector of observations on the dependent variable,
Xis an n x k matrix of n observations on k explanatory variables, 8 is

a k x 1 vector of nonrandom, unknown- coefficients to be estimated, and u
is an n x 1 vector of unobservable error terms with mean O and covariance
2

matrix o V.

The k explanatory variables may include exogenous variables,
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lagged values of the dependent variable Yin the case of time series
data, or values of other endogenous variables if equation (1) is one
equation in a system of simultaneous equations.
of 8 and let Y*

=

f(X;8*) be an estimator of Y.

Let 8* be an estimator
What is desired is a

measure of how well the vector Y* represents Y, or how well the variation
in Y is accounted for by the variation in Y*.
be differentiated:

Two types of variation can

variation about the sample mean

y of

Y (the usual

case in OLS with an intercept), and variation about the origin or total
variation in Y.

Since these are inherently different, separate GOF

measures are discussed for the two cases.

For a GOF measure to be useful

as a descriptive statistic it should have a straight-forward and meaningful interpretation.

This requirement almost necessitates that the measure

be restricted to some definite range (such as the closed intervals [0,1] or
[-1,1]).

In addition, because of the widespread use of the conventional

R2 , any proposed measure about the mean should be equivalent to the usual
2

R in the case of OLS with an intercept.

The GOF measures discussed in

this paper satisfy these conditions.
The dependent variable Y, and its estimator Y*, are vectors in
n-dimensional space.

Let P = AY* denote an orthogonal projection of Y

onto Y*, where A is a scalar to adjust the length of Y* to P.

Then Y, P,

and (Y-P) form a right-angled triangle, and by the theorem of Pythogoras,
(2)

where pi= AY! are the elements of P.
2

ryi results in
(3)

Dividing both sides of (2) by
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The term Ip!/ry! = ~2 Iy*!/ry! can be interpreted as the proportion
of the variation about the origin of the dependent variable that is
associated with, or explained by, a vector of "optimal length" in the
direction of Y*.

Thus,~ is a scale-factor to adjust the length of Y*

to the length of P, which is the optimal length of Y* to explain Y.

This

is because (Y-P) is the vector of shortest distance between the point Y
2
2
Alternatively, the term Ipi/Iy 1 may be viewed as

and the vector Y*.
2

Cos!, where Vis the angle betwe~n the vectors Y and Y*.

This can also

be calculated as (see [8])

(4)
This measure is restricted to the interval (0,1] and has a straight-forward,
intuitive interpretation.

Cos 2 v = 1 would indicate a perfect fit since

the vectors Y and Y* are pointed in the same direction, and Cos 2 V = O
would indicate that Y* provided no explanation of the direction of Y
since the two vectors are orthogonal.
the elements

Yl of Y*
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In other words, if Cos V = O,

provide no explanation of how the elements y 1 of

Y vary about the origin.
It is not always desired to explain the total variation in Y
about the origin.

In many cases the economic model is specified in terms

of explaining variation in the deviations about the sample mean (yi - y),
where y

=

Iy 1 /n.

This would be the case whenever the model in (1) con-

tains an intercept.

y=

Define Y as an n x 1 vector with elements equal to

Iy/n, and Y* as an n x 1 vector of elements equal toy*= Iyf/n.

vectors

Y and Y*

The

will have the same direction, but in general will not be

of the same length.

When the model is specified to include an intercept,

a GOF measure equivalent to (4) would be

4
- 2

(5)

y) E(y!

where 0 is the angle between the vectors (Y -

Y)

and (Y* -

Y*).

y-.)2 t

Note

that (5) is just the square of the correlation coefficient between y 1 and

Yf•

Thus, Cos 0 would have the usual interpretation given to correlation

coefficients as measuring the degree of linear association between y 1 and

Y!•

Since it is possible to make arguments analogous to those preceding
2

equation (4), Cos 0 can also be interpreted as the proportion of the
variation in y 1 about the sample mean that is explained by a vector of
"optimal length" in the direction of (Y* -

Y*).

The choice between the GOF measures defined in equations (4) and
(5) should be based on the type of variation it is desired to explain.

If the model to be estimated is specified with an intercept, then the
measure in (5) is appropriate.

If, on the other hand, the economic model

is specified without an intercept, the appropriate measure would be given
by equation (4).

However, even in this case, the square of the correla-

tion coefficient between y
appeal.

1 and Y!

has a certain amount of intuitive

A further attraction of this measure is its ease of computation.

All that is required is to regress Yon Y* and an intercept using 01S and
2

the resulting R will be the GOF measure defined in 5.
III.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MEASURES

The conventional coefficient of determination, R2 , computed for
linear models with intercepts estimated by ordinary least squares is well
known.

The measure defined in (5) to be used with models which contain
2

intercepts is identical to the conventional R if the model is estimated
by ordinary least squares.

If the linear model is estimated by ordinary
•:

least squares and does not contain an intercept, the conventional
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interpretation of R2 is no longer appropriate and is no longer restricted
to the [0,1) interval.

Theil [6]

and Aigner

have recommended

[1]

using measures equivalent to equation (4) in that case.
A common problem in empirical research is generalized least squares

where the conventionally defined R2 breaks down.

Theil [5,221]

2
proposed using Cos 2 i as a GOF measure, where Cost
is calculated using the

transformed data~ Buse

(2, 10]

proposes using Cos

is also calculated on the transformed variables.

2

0, where Cos 2 0

The foregoing discussion

suggests this choice should be made on the basis of whether or not the
transformed model contains an intercept.

On

the other hand, since it is

desired to explain variation in Y, not the transformed data, an argument
can be made to measure GOF on the original data using either (4) or (5).
Theil

[5, Ch. 2]

defined an inequality coefficient

to be used in evaluating the accuracy of forecasts.
tunately, is unbounded from above.

This measure, unfor-

Consequently, it is difficult to give

an intuitive interpretation to values other than u

2

=0

which indicates a

perfect forecast.
Jobson [4] has defined an equality coefficient which can be related
to Cos

0 as
J

2

2MyMy * Cos 0
= 2
2
- 2
M + M * + n(y - y*)
y
y
- 2

where M =- E(yi - y)
Y

2

-

2

and My*= E(yf - y*) •

whenever My ~ My *' we have

!JI~

leas
y

!>

01, with the strict equality holding

only if either Cos 0 = 0 or M = M *·and
y

Since 2 MM*<
(My2 + My
y y

y = y*.

The"range of J is [-1,1),

with 1 indicating a perfect fit and O indicating no fit.

Note that M2 M2
y' y*

- - -y*) 2 are the squared Euclidean lengths of Y, Y, and (Y
- - -Y*)
and n(y
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respectively.

Thus, J will be less than Cos

Yor Yand

0 whenever Y and

Y*

are not of equal length, and as a GOF measure J will be sensitive to these
differences whereas Cos

0

is not.

It is, however, difficult to give any

meaningful intuitive interpretations to values of other than J
fit) or J

=0

[(Y -

Y)

=

1 (perfect

and (Y* - Y*) are orthogonal], and these interpreta-

tions are identical to the interpretations given to Cos

0.

Carter and Nager [3] have recently proposed a GOF measure for single
equations in a simultaneous system as well as for the entire system.based
on the reduced form ·equations.

Thus, if it is desired to have a measure of
2

how well an estimated structural equation fit$ the actual data, Cos 0 or
2 .

Cos V could be used as a summary statistic.
IV.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper it has been argued that useful summary measures of GOP
for linear or nonlinear models are the square of the cosine of the angle
between Y and its predictor Y*, or the square of the cosine between these
vectors as deviations from their means, i.e., (Y -

Y)

and (Y* - Y*).

The

choice between these two measures should depend on whether the model is
intended to explain total variation in the dependent variable {i.e., about
the origin), or whether it is intended that the model should explain variation about the mean of the dependent variable.

The latter would be the

case whenever the economic model is specified with an intercept.

The two

measures are restricted to the range [0,1), reduce to the conventional R2
measure in the case of OLS with an intercept, and are equivalent to measures
proposed in certain special cases.

Furthermore, it is possible to give

these measures a straight-forward and meaningful intuitive interpretation
for any linear or nonlinear model and for any estimation method.
Walter Haessel
The Pennsylvanla State University
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In generalized lease squares, if Eu u
proposed Cos 2,
(X

1

= tz 1 zf / tzf 2 , where Z

v- 1x)- 1X V-1y
1

1

-1
= V, and T T = V , then Theil
1

= TY, Z*

is the Aitken estimator.

= TX0a, and 68 =

